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Abstract

Citizens across the globe spend an increasing proportion of their daily

lives on social media platforms. Their activities on the sites generate gran-

ular, time-stamped footprints of human behavior and personal interactions.

This chapter offers an overview of existing research that uses social media

data in the fields of Political Science and International Relations. We discuss

two types of studies: those where social media is being used as a source of

data to study, e.g. political networks or public opinion, and those focusing

on how social media transforms different political phenomena, ranging from

ideological polarization and misinformation to election campaigns. Our re-

view also offers an in-depth analysis of the main challenges of this type of

data, such as the different sources of bias that limit the generalizability of

findings, the difficulty of connecting online and offline behavior, and con-

cerns about reproducibility and ethics. To illustrate the opportunities and

limitations of social media data, we also provide an applied example using

Twitter as event data to study the dynamics of protest movements in Egypt

and Bahrain in 2011.
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Citizens across the globe spend an increasing proportion of their daily lives

on social media websites, such as Twitter, Facebook or Instagram. Their activi-

ties on the sites generate granular, time-stamped footprints of human behavior

and personal interactions, sometimes with longitude and latitude coordinates. A

sizable proportion of these digital traces have to do with politics – social media

is an increasingly popular source of political news, as well as a forum for polit-

ical debates where virtually every political candidate running for office is now

present.

The data generated from these interactions is in many cases freely available

for research purposes and provides a depth and breadth that was unimaginable

even one decade ago. Its high degree of spatial and temporal granularity allows

the study of behavior at low levels of aggregation but also at a more macro scale

and from a comparative perspective. The fact that human behavior is observed

unobtrusively also facilitates collecting data at a larger scale and reduces cer-

tain types of biases. This set of advantages makes social media data a new and

exciting source of information to study key questions about political and social

behavior.

At the same time, the volume and heterogeneity of this new type of data

present unprecedented methodological challenges. Several sources of bias can

limit the generalizability of our findings. Often it is difficult to connect online in-

teractions with offline behavior. Unlike data created by governments or collected

by researchers, the data-generating process is not always known. For example,

we don’t know if the platform was running a randomized experiment at the time

of data collection or whether content was being blocked by the internet provider.

And, of course, many scholars have raised concerns about the ethics of collecting

data from individuals without in some cases obtaining their informed consent.

In this chapter, we provide a fair assessment of these advantages and lim-
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itations in the use of social media as data generators for research in the social

sciences, with a particular emphasis on the study of political behavior. We illus-

trate these strengths and weaknesses with examples from two types of studies:

those that where social media is being used merely as a source of data, and those

where the focus is on how social media is transforming different political phe-

nomena. The first group includes research that uses social media to measure pub-

lic opinion, the ideology of citizens and elites, the structure of social networks,

government censorship, conflict dynamics, and elite rhetoric; and where social

media sites are used as a new space to conduct affordable field experiments. The

second set of studies deals with questions such as how social media platforms

contribute to the success of collective action events, how they are transforming

election campaigns, and whether their usage is contributing to greater political

polarization and the spread of misinformation.

Throughout the chapter, we consider “social media data” as any type of infor-

mation obtained from websites whose value primarily comes through user inter-

actions. The most well-known examples include Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,

and Sina Weibo, all of which provide infrastructure to facilitate users sharing,

and commenting on, content. The content can be user generated, such as status

updates or photos from personal devices, or created by a third-party, such as a

newspaper, and shared by users. Excluded from this definition are sites such

as reddit and YouTube, whose primary purpose is to surface content from else-

where and comment on it. Despite that stipulation, the issues described through-

out this chapter apply almost equally to these social media-like websites.

To further explore the opportunities and limitations of social media data, we

also provide an in-depth description of an applied example that uses Twitter data

to study the dynamics of protest movements in Egypt and Bahrain in 2011.
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Advantages of social media data

Perhaps the most important advantage of social media compared to traditional

sources of data in the social sciences, such as surveys or government records,

is the ability to unobtrusively collect information about a large sample of indi-

viduals with only minimal costs. Being able to observe subjects in a real-world

environment where they are engaging in ordinary interactions reduces the likeli-

hood that individuals change their behavior in response to knowing they’re part

of a social science research project, which minimizes Hawthorne and social de-

sirability biases.1 Although the set of APIs available for academic research has

shrunk in recent years (Freelon, 2018), large amounts of such data are still freely

available at a minimal cost, which facilitates comparative and longitudinal anal-

ysis of any phenomenon.

This new ability to collect information about human behavior at scale is rev-

olutionizing the state of the art across many fields. One such example is the

study of social networks. This literature had traditionally relied on either small-

scale networks, such as those related to high-school classrooms (Moreno, 1934)

or social groups (Zachary, 1977), or on partial views of a network reconstructed

through survey responses to questions about social ties, such as in the study of

communication networks (Huckfeldt, Johnson and Sprague, 2004; Mutz, 2002).

Large-scale network datasets from social media sites have offered new evidence

to answer some of they key standing questions within this field (see e.g. Bakshy,

Messing and Adamic, 2015; Ugander et al., 2011; Lerman, Ghosh and Surachawala,

2012).

A second notable advantage of social media data is that its homogeneity in

format and content facilitates systematic comparisons for different types of ac-

1Of course, the fact that behavior on social media takes place in public may introduce other
types of social desirability bias.
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tors, across multiple countries, and over time. This homogeneity applies to mul-

tiple dimensions: constrains on text length, the use of similar language and tex-

tual marks (e.g. hashtags), the ability of different types of actors to interact di-

rectly (e.g. via shares or retweets), among other many platform affordances and

features. This strength of social media data is already leading to important break-

throughs in the analysis of political mobilization (Anastasopoulos and Williams,

2017; Freelon, McIlwain and Clark, 2016) and agenda-setting dynamics (Barberá

et al., 2014), as well as the comparative study of political polarization (Bright,

2018) and censorship (Hobbs and Roberts, 2018).

Third, social media data offers unparalleled temporal and spatial granular-

ity. It allows researchers to observe longitudinal trends to identify events and

also to study geographic patterns. This advantage can be especially relevant

in autocracies or conflict areas, since it would be difficult or impossible to gather

real-time data in such situations. Social media data have proven particularly use-

ful for understanding the dynamics of Syria’s protests and subsequent civil war

(O’Callaghan et al., 2014; Freelon, Lynch and Aday, 2015; Kostyuk and Zhukov,

2017); the same is true for Ukraine (Gruzd and Tsyganova, 2015; Zhukov, 2015;

Wilson, 2017; Driscoll and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018). In the last section of this

chapter we offer an additional example that focuses on protests in Egypt and

Bahrain leading to the Arab Spring. For technical discussions of using tempo-

ral data to detect events, see the computer science literature on event detection

(Sakaki, Okazaki and Matsuo, 2010; Cadena et al., 2015; Alsaedi, Burnap and

Rana, 2017) or work by Golder and Macy (2011) on the relationship between di-

urnal and seasonal mood patterns. For the possibility of social media data for

the generation of political event data, see Zhang and Pan (2019) and Steinert-

Threlkeld (2019).

Fourth, despite obvious concerns about representativeness of samples ob-
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tained from social media (a point to which we return next), for some groups of

actors virtually the entire population is present on social networking platforms.

For example, over 85% of world leaders have active Twitter or Facebook accounts

(Barberá and Zeitzoff, 2017) and virtually all Members of the U.S. Congress also

maintain profiles on these sites (Pew Research Center, 2017), making it possible

to make externally valid inferences about their communication strategies and

rhetoric with data obtained from these accounts.

As we consider samples of ordinary citizens, it is worth emphasizing that

representativeness of social media users is only a concern if the behavior under

study is thought to vary according to variables by which users on social media

differ from the population from which they are drawn. For example, Malik et al.

(2015) find that a 1% increase in the population size of a census block group cor-

relates with 5.7% fewer geolocated Twitter users. As a result, using Twitter to

understand behaviors correlated with living in rural areas, such as sentiments

towards a trade war or support for political candidates, is likely to underesti-

mate those behaviors in the population.2 Similarly for studying older or poorer

Americans.

On the other hand, many behaviors should be less sensitive to non-representative

samples. For example, factors affecting information contagion – weak and strong

ties, the influence of media and celebrities, etc. – probably do not vary by age,

location, or race. During the Arab Spring, users of social media were certainly

not representative of their populations (Ghannam, 2011; Breuer, 2012); the vast

majority of protesters in Tahrir Square, for example, learned about the protests

from satellite television or face-to-face communication (Wilson, Gosling and Gra-

ham, 2012). It is not clear, however, why patterns of information diffusion found

on Twitter at this time (Brym et al., 2014; Borge-Holthoefer et al., 2015; Steinert-

Threlkeld, 2017b) should be assumed to be distinct from information spreading
2Observing a group over time obviates the numerator problem.
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outside of social media. Other outcomes, such as diurnal patterns of behavior or

user to user interactions, for example, should also not vary on observables.3

The fifth advantage of social media data, that many well-known offline be-

haviors also occur online, supports the claim – representativeness issues matter

but probably not as much as feared – of the previous paragraph. Social me-

dia users’ ideology is recoverable from the structure of their social network and

maps onto offline estimates of ideology (Barbera, 2015; Bond and Messing, 2015).

Dunbar’s Number (Dunbar et al., 2015), attitudinal homophily (Bliss et al., 2012),

diurnal activity (Golder and Macy, 2011), and geographic constraints (Takhteyev,

Gruzd and Wellman, 2012) occur offline and online, and Facebook users’ scores

on the Big Five personality traits (extraversion, neuroticism, conscientiousness,

agreeableness, and openness to experience) are recoverable from their behavior

on the site (Gosling et al., 2011). Twitter users also exhibit homophily with re-

spect to age, gender, and political affiliation (Zamal, Liu and Ruths, 2012), and

homophily of likes on Facebook permits similar behavioral and personality in-

ference (Kosinski, Stillwell and Graepel, 2013a). The preponderance of evidence

suggests it is reasonable to expect that many, perhaps most, behaviors studied

using social media are analogues to what would be observed offline, if it were

possible to observe these behaviors at scale offline. It is rarely possible, of course,

to observe these behaviors at scale offline.

Limitations of social media data

A fair assessment of how social media data can be used in social science research

requires also a discussion of its key limitations, as well as potential ways to ad-

dress them. Probably the most important challenge to overcome, as we discussed

3“On observables” is, of course, a major qualification.
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in the previous section, is that social media users are not a representative sample

of the population in any given country. As a result, an analysis of social media

data without any type of adjustment may reveal patterns that are not general-

izable. Despite this valid concern, it is worth making two points. First, sam-

ples that are not representative can still be scientifically relevant. For example,

we may treat the sample of users posting about politics on Twitter as a set of

“opinion leaders” that can be more influential than other ordinary citizens. And

second, there are actually different types of sampling bias, and it is important to

quantify them. We could have sampling bias whenever sociodemographic char-

acteristics are correlated with both our outcome variables and the propensity to

be present on social media. But there may also be self-selection within samples

of social media users, particularly when samples are collected at the tweet level,

based on whether it mentions or not a set of keywords. For example, if our sam-

ple includes tweets mentioning names of parties or political candidates, it will

oversample individuals with extreme political identities, because they tend to

tweet about politics more frequently (Barberá and Rivero, 2015).4

One potential solution to this set of problems would be to apply similar weight-

ing methods as in survey research, where low response rates can lead to similar

concerns about sampling bias. However, we are limited by what Golder and

Macy (2014) call the “privacy paradox”: “[social media] data are at once too re-

vealing in terms of privacy protection, yet also not revealing enough in terms

of providing the demographic background information needed by social scien-

tists”.

A different type of sampling issues that is also worth mentioning are those

due to black-box proprietary sampling algorithms used by social media com-

panies. For example, Morstatter et al. (2013) showed that the Twitter API does
4Keyword self-selection can be mitigated by connecting to the streaming API and download-

ing a 1% sample of tweets in real time. A downside of this approach is that events or keywords
that are not very popular are less likely to appear in the stream since it is a sample.
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not return a truly random sample if we are collecting from the “spritzer” and not

sampling using keywords.5 Why this difference occurs, however, is unclear from

existing work, as Twitter populates the spritzer based on a tweet’s millisecond

timestamp (Pfeffer and Mayer, 2018). More work is needed, however, to deter-

mine how sensitive this result is to studying particular topics or times, as well as

to whether the observed differences are relevant enough to be significant.

A different type of challenge lies on the ability to connect online and offline

behavior. The fact that we observe a pattern in an online setting does not mean

that it would necessarily replicate in an offline setting. This could be due to affor-

dances of the platforms – e.g. the fact that anonymity is easier in online settings

makes vitriol and incivility more likely to occur in interpersonal communica-

tions – or to the type of ties that people develop on social media. However, as

discussed in the previous section, there’s increasing evidence that this is not the

case. For example, two recent studies demonstrate that the structure of networks

and the nature of social ties are similar in social media and offline networks (Bis-

bee and Larson, 2017; Jones et al., 2013).

An additional difficulty of conducting network analysis using social media

data, especially Twitter, is defining what an edge is. Connections on social me-

dia form more easily than offline, so it is common to infer edge strength via

other behavior. On Facebook, appearing together in a photograph or tagging

someone in a status is commonly used to define “true” friends. On Twitter, re-

searchers will infer an edge if a user retweets or mentions another user; for topic

modeling, edges usually come from the co-occurrence of hashtags. For Twitter,

retweet and user mentions are preferred because they can be easily extracted

from the streaming API, whereas finding an account’s followers requires more

5Morstatter et al. (2013) show divergence in trends in (1) the number of tweets, (2) topics, and
(3) some network features in tweets related to Syria from 12.14.2011-01.10.2012. Overall, it is clear
that a random sample collected from streaming API may not be a perfectly representative sample
of all of Twitter.
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work and is severely hindered by rate limits Twitter imposes on how frequently

a researcher can request data. A shortcoming of this approach is that it usually

creates cross-section data, removing any temporal information about a network.

Steinert-Threlkeld (2017a) introduces a method that works within the Twitter rate

limits to measure accounts’ influence as it changes every day. This approach re-

quires more engineering than relying on retweets and user mentions delivered

via the REST API, but it permits longitudinal observation.

A third limitation of social media data is replicability, for three reasons. First,

sharing raw data is difficult. Twitter, the most common social media platform

studied, only allows an individual to share 50,000 tweets per day “via non-

automated means”; this quantity is not large.6 For studies with millions of tweets,

sharing tweets therefore requires either moderate amounts of programming to

build a front-end to the dataset to ensure replicators do not receive more than

50,000 tweets per day or a human in the loop for however many days are re-

quired to share the entire dataset. Neither option is easy, and both detract from

research productivity.7 The best method for sharing a full dataset is therefore

to share the identification number of each tweet, as Twitter has no cap on that

quantity when used for academic research.8. For Python and R scripts to download

tweets using their ID numbers, see Steinert-Threlkeld (2018).

Sharing tweet IDs invokes the second reason, which is programmer skill.

Because downloading tweets requires connecting to Twitter’s application pro-

gramming interface (API), and the returned data is made available in a format

(JSON) with which many researchers may not be familiar, replication requires
6Our discussion here focuses on Twitter, as the main social media platform offering easy ac-

cess to public data for research purposes. Although similar data used to be available for Insta-
gram and Facebook, recent changes to their platform policies mean that their APIs are essentially
no longer available for research purposes (Freelon, 2018).

7An alternative would be to develop a framework that can produce synthetic data with similar
properties as the full dataset while ensuring privacy (Raab, Nowok and Dibben, 2016), but to our
knowledge this approach has not been developed for social media datasets yet.

8If the ID numbers are distributed for non-academic purposes, no more than 1.5 million per
30 day period can be shared.
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programming skills that many replicators may not possess. A new R package,

rehydratoR, simplifies this process. It takes a list of tweet IDs and saves the

results to .csv files, in addition to accounting for Twitter rate limits (Coakley,

Kirkpatrick and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2019).

The third reason is “post rot.” If a user deletes a tweet or account, that tweet

(and all tweets from that account) is not later recoverable. A tweet included in a

study may therefore not be available to a later replicator. While the rate of tweet

or user rot is not known, as far as we are aware, anecdotal reports suggest it is

about 1
10

of tweets after one year. Whether or not this rot changes a replicators’

inference is not known, although there is some evidence that rot does not occur

randomly (Timoneda, 2018). Even if the overall findings may not change, point

estimates probably will.

If replicators start with the aggregated data that authors use for their analysis,

then these three reasons are obviated. Restrictions from Institutional Review

Boards also often require that authors do not share tweet IDs because it would

allow other researchers to identify the subjects in the study. In that case, sharing

aggregated data is the only approach to replication. This outcome is especially

the case in experiments on social media (Munger, 2016; Siegel and Badaan, 2018).

Ethical concerns are, of course, important beyond the discussion about repli-

cability. A controversial recent study that experimentally manipulated the con-

tent of Facebook users’ news feed to explore whether emotions are contagious

(Kramer, Guillory and Hancock, 2014) opened a debate about what the notion

of informed concern means in an environment in which companies constantly

manipulate features of their product using experimental methods. Even obser-

vational studies with publicly-available data can raise ethical concerns because

individuals may not have the expectation that their data is being analyzed for

research. Even if data is de-anonymized, often it is possible to re-identify per-
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sonal data (Zimmer, 2010). It is important to note, however, that this problem is

present in any other study that uses individual-level data, including those that

use survey data. Some recent work in the area of differential privacy (Dwork,

2008) offers exciting new possibilities to strike a balance between data access

and privacy.

The fifth limitation is norms of users and companies. On user norms, the

primary difference between Facebook and Twitter, and one that is not often ap-

preciated, is that users on Twitter maintain a norm of public production while

most users on Facebook opt for privacy. A small minority of Twitter users main-

tain protected profiles, making their data as inaccessible as the vast majority of

Facebook users’. Companies also maintain their own norms around how much

data to expose via their APIs, so the kind of research possible is at the whim of

companies’ API policies. For example, Facebook and Instagram used to provide

much more user and graph information via their APIs, but they have become

much more restrictive in response to recent controversies about data protection.

Twitter has made it more difficult to obtain a developer account, the first step to

collecting data, though changes to its API have otherwise been positive.

Using social media to measure political behavior

To illustrate the strengths and limitations of the use of social media data in the

social sciences, we now offer an overview of recent research within this subfield.

Some of the earliest work that took advantage of the opportunities that this new

source of data offers was focused on measuring public opinion. Initial claims

that lauded the potential of tweets to predict election results (Tumasjan et al.,

2010) were soon rebuked by more systematic analysis demonstrating that those

predictions were in many instances no better than random guesses (Gayo Avello,
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Metaxas and Mustafaraj, 2011). With some notable exceptions, such as the work

of Ceron et al. (2014), the probability that we will be replacing public opinion

surveys with metrics based on social media seems still unlikely (Klašnja et al.,

2016). However, there is clear value in social media as a complement to survey

data, both as an early indicator of changes in public opinion and a possible signal

on unpolled topics or areas (Beauchamp, 2017).

Even if aggregate-level opinion is hard to measure, there is plenty of evidence

that social media can reveal a lot of information about citizens’ characteristics

and behavior. Kosinski, Stillwell and Graepel (2013b) and Youyou, Kosinski and

Stillwell (2015) found that Facebook likes are highly predictive of private traits

such as party preference, age, gender, sexual orientation, alcohol use, psycholog-

ical traits, etc. It was this type of analysis that Cambridge Analytica allegedly

used to target voters with personalized ads through social media; although there

is no evidence regarding its effectiveness. Regarding the political domain more

specifically, Barbera (2015) and Bond and Messing (2015) demonstrated that the

political accounts that each citizen likes on Facebook or follows on Twitter offer

enough data to estimate political ideology on a continuous scale (liberal to con-

servative) with high accuracy. Other recent work (Radford and Sinclair, 2016)

suggests that the text of social media messages could also be used to estimate

political preferences.

Since most autocratic governments around the world try to exercise some

type of control over social media sites, we can also use data from these sources

to better understand digital repression strategies. For example, King, Pan and

Roberts (2013, 2014) found that it is possible to “reverse engineer” online censor-

ship using a sophisticated system that scrapes social media in real-time and then

checks what has been deleted and why. Their analysis revealed that the Chinese

government prioritizes deleting content that could lead to collective action but
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that they allow criticism of the government. Another way governments can ex-

ercise digital repression is through trolls or bots that flood a platform with pro-

regime information or with topics to distract from a politically sensitive issue.

By muddying the waters, this tactic allows the government to silence dissidents’

attempts at political coordination while maintaining plausible deniability that

censorship has occurred (Little, 2015; King, Pan and Roberts, 2017; Keller et al.,

2017). These tactics also make it difficult for researchers to separate true beliefs

from pro-government noise. One potential solution is to identify bots using bot

detection methods (Ferrara et al., 2016), although this becomes more difficult as

we consider trolls, which are accounts controlled by humans.

In the same way that press releases or campaign speeches are often used to

examine elite rhetoric (see e.g. Grimmer, Messing and Westwood, 2012), tweets

and Facebook posts by politicians can also be a useful source of data to under-

stand political communication. The series of reports on congressional rhetoric

released by the Pew Research Center are a good example. There is also a grow-

ing body of comparative work on topics such as campaign strategies or populism

(Theocharis et al., 2016; Nulty et al., 2016; Stier et al., 2017), including for instance

politicians’ attempts to overwhelm social media with false messages (a technique

also known as astroturfing) so that challengers’ support appears smaller than it

may actually be (Munger et al., 2018). It is also possible to recover politicians’

ideology from the images they share on Facebook, which may be especially use-

ful for estimating policy positions of challengers who do not have a voting record

or sizable donations (Joo, Anastasopoulos and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2019).

At a more aggregate level, social media can reveal conflict dynamics with de-

tail unavailable via other approaches. For example, students of repression and

dissent generally code repression as a binary or categorical variable. Advances

in computer vision techniques can be applied to thousands of protest photos to
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generate a continuous measure of state and protester violence. These techniques

can also generate estimates of the race and gender of participants, as well as the

number of participants (Joo, Won and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018). Though social

media tend to have some sort of location bias, it is reasonable to expect that this

bias in less than in newspapers because of the lower barriers to entry and un-

limited publication space (Steinert-Threlkeld and Joo, 2019). Social media data

can also reveal daily changes in interstate conflict dynamics (Zeitzoff, 2011; Zeit-

zoff, Kelly and Lotan, 2015; Zeitzoff, 2016) and civil wars (Zhukov, 2015; Driscoll

and Steinert-Threlkeld, 2018) as well as document an order of magnitude more

protests in China than newspapers have (Zhang and Pan, 2019). It also has been

used to study Black Lives Matter protests in the United States (Anastasopoulos

and Williams, 2017; Hsuan et al., 2017).

Finally, social media can also be a space to conduct affordable field experi-

ments. In a pioneering article, Munger (2016) developed a way to deploy exper-

iments on Twitter using bots to convey treatments. His study discovered that,

when users who use racist slurs are exposed to a bot that criticizes their actions,

they change their behavior, but only when the “punishment” is coming from

someone similar to them. Compared to field experiments deployed in an offline

environment, administering treatments has a much lower cost, although it re-

quires an effort in terms of hardware and programming skills. Building a bot to

administer a treatment is more challenging than passively collecting data from

an API endpoint. Despite this limitation, this approach represents a promising

blueprint for future experimental studies with high external validity (Siegel and

Badaan, 2018; Coppock, Guess and Ternovski, 2016).
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Understanding how social media affects political be-

havior

An important part of the ongoing research that uses social media data focuses

not necessarily on using these sites as a source of information about behavior,

but instead on their potential a transformative political force whose effects we

are only starting to understand. There’s perhaps no better example of this type

of work than the efforts to understand how digital technologies were a catalyst

in the recent wave of protests around the world, starting with the Arab Spring.

Some of the earlier optimism about the democratizing power of social media

(see e.g. Valenzuela, 2013) was followed by a wave of skepticism. Authors such

as Gladwell (2010) or Morozov (2012) warned against the rise of “slacktivism”

fueled by social media sites, which facilitate engagement in protests but also

disincentivize commitment and the type of dedicated and trained activism that

can turn the revolutionary fever into action. However, recent empirical research

in political science has demonstrated that it is precisely the ability of social media

to bring in peripheral individuals without resources or deep engagement that

can lead to the success of collective action event (Barberá, Wang, Bonneau, Jost,

Nagler, Tucker and González-Bailón, 2015; Steinert-Threlkeld, 2017b).

This evolving narrative about the impact of technology on protest mirrors the

public discussion about how social media has been used in political campaigns.

Barack Obama’s election campaigns are widely acknowledged to have brought

the data revolution to politics (Kreiss, 2012). An important part of his success lied

on understanding the native digital audience and on deploying an extensive data

collection and analysis platform. In contrast, Mitt Romney’s campaign famously

required 22 people to approve every single tweet from the candidate’s account

(Kreiss, 2016). But the optimism about how digital technologies can empower
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grassroots movements was put to test after Donald Trump’s election in 2016,

and the alleged use by his campaign of micro-targeted ads that were tailored to

voters’ preferences. Although there is still a significant lack of research about

whether targeted advertising on social media can be effective at mobilizing or

persuading voters, the existing work generally finds null or very small effects,

given us reasons to be skeptic (Broockman and Green, 2014; Eckles, Gordon and

Johnson, 2018; Kalla and Broockman, 2018; Bond et al., 2012)

Another key research question in this field has been whether news consump-

tion and political conversations through social media may be one of the fac-

tors explaining the recent rise in political polarization and extremism around

the world. A common argument in the literature is that social networking sites

make it easier for citizens to isolate themselves into communities of like-minded

individuals, where political agreement is the norm and individuals can avoid be-

ing exposed to any opinion that may challenge their ideological views (Sunstein,

2018). This process could be exacerbated by ranking algorithms that filter out

any content that users may dislike (Pariser, 2011). These concerns are not new

– Putnam (2000) already expressed concerns about cyber-balkanization nearly

two decades ago – but they have re-emerged and are often identified as an addi-

tional factor explaining the recent rise in in political polarization. Despite these

concerns, empirical evidence that this process is happening is scarce: individ-

uals are exposed to more diverse views on social media than in offline settings

(Bakshy, Messing and Adamic, 2015; Fletcher and Nielsen, 2018; Barnidge, 2017),

cross-ideological interactions are frequent even in relation to highly contentious

topics (Barberá, Jost, Nagler, Tucker and Bonneau, 2015), and the increase in po-

larization in the US has been largest among those who are least likely to be active

on social media (Boxell, Gentzkow and Shapiro, 2017).

Finally, perhaps the most timely topic that has received the broadest media
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attention is the extent to which social media contributes to the spread of misinfor-

mation. Contrary to the conventional wisdom that exposure to false news during

the 2016 presidential election, a growing consensus is emerging in the literature

that points to important asymmetries in the extent to which this type of infor-

mation is shared and consumed. Conservative, older citizens are more likely

to consume misinformation on social media (Guess, Nagler and Tucker, 2019)

and exposure appears to be concentrated on a small minority of users. Whether

or not being exposed to false news can actually affect attitudes and behavior is

unclear, and evidence is mixed (Jamieson, 2018; Allcott and Gentzkow, 2017).

Case study: analyzing the dynamics of protest move-

ments using Twitter data

In this last section, we demonstrate the ability of social media as a data gen-

erator through a case study of activists and government accounts from Egypt

and Bahrain in early 2011, during the Arab Spring. An analysis of data collected

from Twitter explores the question of whether activists can activate offline protest

through their online activity on social media.

The phrase “Arab Spring” refers to the large-scale protests that occurred through-

out the Middle East and North Africa from December 2010 through the end of

2011. On December 17th, 2010, Mohamed Bouazizi immolated to protest the

seizure of his fruit cart. His action inspired local protests that became national,

and the national protests spread to other countries once President Ben Ali fled to

Saudi Arabia on January 14th, 2011. Hosni Mubarak would abdicate on February

14th, and almost every country in the region experienced some form of protest.

Though there is much evidence that the protests were spontaneous (Wilson,
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Gosling and Graham, 2012; Steinert-Threlkeld, 2017b), activists played important

roles at various points. Before the protests, they held workshops about peaceful

resistance, showed movies about protest or critical of a regime, and taught how

to create political graffiti. These activities demonstrated to others that there exists

discontent with a regime, and they do so in a way so that others know that others

know there is discontent. Generating political coordination has the same affect

as advertising: the more people know about a product (the protest), the more

likely are people to buy it (join the protest) (Chwe, 1998). For example, Egyptian

activists deliberately discussed (advertised) the January 25 protests in taxi cabs

because they knew the drivers would spread the information to their passengers

(Lim, 2012). However, there is still little systematic research on the extent to

which activists contributed to the spread of protest – that is the research question

we try to address here.

The Arab Spring presents an ideal case to demonstrate the strengths of so-

cial media data. Because the involved countries were – and largely still are –

repressive, identifying networks of activists, gaining their trust, and administer-

ing surveys was (is) a resource-intensive process. For example, even after Hosni

Mubarak abdicated, individuals in Tahrir Square were afraid to response to West-

ern researchers’ surveys (Tufekci and Wilson, 2012). Any work coming from that

process would be difficult to compare to other situations because the researcher

will have invested so much time in gathering data for a particular set of actors

in one country. Even within a particular country, it would be difficult to study

many movements at once.

Once a researcher has established him or herself in a repressive country, ad-

ministering surveys presents additional challenges. Respondents are often sus-

picious of foreigners conducting research or do not want to be seen associated

with them. Local enumerators may be hired, adding time and expense to the
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data gathering process. If an unforeseen event occurs, such as a protest, the re-

searcher is unlikely to be able to pivot to study it. Even if the researcher can study

this unexpected event, she or he will be hard pressed to gather many observa-

tions per day, not to mention many observations across many locales per day.

Survey work is hard, especially in places where it is infrequently conducted.

For the reasons provided earlier in this chapter, social media data ameliorates

many of these concerns. To demonstrate how they do so, we analyze 19 activists

across four social movements in Egypt and Bahrain, and examine whether their

social media behavior led to an increase in offline protest.

In Egypt, we focus on the April 6th movement, which started in early 2008 as

a Facebook page rallying support for striking textile workers at a government en-

terprise in Mahalla al-Kubra, a city of 535,000 inhabitants located 70 miles north

of Cairo. Large-scale strikes and protests focused on working conditions and pay

had occurred since 2006, sparking a periodic series of worker actions throughout

Egypt over the next two years (Beinin, 2009). The most important event was a

large strike that was called for April 6, 2008, which the government reacted to by

preemptively arresting activists and closing off public spaces nationwide (Gun-

ning and Baron, 2013, pgs. 59-61). The movement persisted at a subdued level

of activity – not for lack of trying – for the next three years and would become a

central actor in the 2011 mobilization.

The second social movement in Egypt is the anti-sexual harassment move-

ment. Egyptian public spaces have long been dangerous for women (Amar,

2011). As protests increased in Egypt throughout the first decade of the new

millennium, so did reports of sexual assault at these events; in many cases, these

assaults are linked to civilians the Interior Ministry hired for that purpose (Lan-

gohr, 2013). In response to these events, an assortment of civil society organiza-

tions emerged, most notably the Nadeem Center, Egyptian Center for Women’s
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Rights, and the Nazra for Feminist Studies.

We also study the two main organizations in support of human rights in

Bahrain, the Bahrain Center for Human Rights (BCHR) and Bahrain Human

Rights Society (BHRS), which were founded in 2002 and were still active at the

time of the 2011 protests.

To study these movements, we rely on data that contains a complete history of

the 19 most important activists within these movements on Twitter. The data was

purchased from Sifter, a third-party reseller, and spans the period from January

11th, 2011 through April 5th, 2011. This time period was selected because it

encompasses the time leading to each country’s main protest period, the time

during the main protest period (January 25 – February 11 in Egypt, February 14 –

March 17 in Bahrain), and time after the protests. 9 Sifter returned 58,376 tweets;

each includes metadata on the number of followers of the account, number of

people the account follows, and a character string describing the device from

which the tweet was created. Table 1 details these data.10

Did the activities on Twitter by these key leaders have any effect on subse-

quent protest events in these two countries? Contrary to the conventional wis-

dom that highly visible activists were determinant in the spread of protest across

these two countries, here we show that there is little evidence supporting that

assertion. Table 2 presents regression where we test that hypothesis through a

multivariate regression on the number of protests with a range of variables re-

lated to the social media activity of leaders before those protests took place. The

data on protests was extracted from the Integrated Conflict Early Warning Sys-

9The end of the main protest period in Egypt is defined as Mubarak’s resignation. In Bahrain,
protests ended following a major assault on the Pearl Roundabout, the main protest site in Man-
ama; this assault occurred three days after Gulf Cooperation Council forces, led by Saudi Arabia,
marched into Bahrain, and the Pearl Roundabout was dismantled on March 18. Protesters would
not again succeed in occupying the circle.

10For additional information about data formats and code to collect and analyze Twitter data,
see the materials available in Steinert-Threlkeld (2018).
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tem (ICEWS) (Boschee et al., 2015).11 To measure activists’ social media behavior,

we use a set of different variables that include the percent of tweets from activists,

the percent of tweets that are activist retweets, the percent of tweets that are ac-

tivists mentioning others, and the percent of tweets with hashtags that are from

activists, and the percent of tweets with links from activists.12

11ICEWS is a Department of Defense project, led by Lockheed Martin and Michael Ward, that
reads newspapers and extracts events. It represents a substantial modification and extension of
Philip Schrodt’s Kansas Events Data System (KEDS) and Textual Analysis by Augmented Re-
placement Instructions (TABARI) (Schrodt, Davis and Weddle, 1994; Gerner et al., 2002). ICEWS
reads thousands of news sources, including non-English ones, and applies a heavily modified
version of TABARI, leading to much lower rates of false positives than other machine-coded
events data.

12Note that Activist Hashtag %i,t−1 is calculated slightly differently from Activist Tweet %i,t−1,
Activist Retweet %i,t−1, Activist Mention %i,t−1, and Activist Link %i,t−1. Activist Hashtag %i,t−1 is
calculated as the percent of all tweets with hashtags that are tweets from activists, but the other
four take the total number of tweets from the activists’ country on that day as the denominator.
The variables are modeled differently to reflect the information consumption process on Twitter.
When one sees a tweet on Twitter, it is presented as part of a sequence of reverse chronological
tweets. If one views tweets containing a hashtag, however, all tweets in the subsequent reverse
chronological sequence contain that hashtag. The determinant of the length of the latter sequence
is therefore all tweets containing that hashtag while the length of all tweets one sees is better
approximated by all tweets on that day.
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Our first model in Table 2 shows that none of the variables related with ac-

tivists’ behavior on Twitter predicts subsequent protest. And in fact, Activist Co-

ordination Tweet %i,t−1, the percent of tweets coordinating protests that are from

activists, negatively correlates with protest.13. The second model in Table 2 uses

a different measure of activist coordination but is otherwise identical to the first.

Here, Activist Coordinationi,t−1 is the interaction of Non-Activist Coordinationi,t−1

and Activist Hashtag %i,t−1. Non-Activist Coordinationi,t−1 is the Gini coefficient

for hashtags per country-day; if a large percentage of those hashtags are pro-

duced by activists, then hashtag coordination comes from activists. This measure

is not statistically significant, while Activist Coordination Tweet %i,t−1 remains so.

Note that in both models Non-Activist Coordinationi,t−1 is significant with a p-

value less than .01.

Activists in both countries frequently use mobile devices for communication,

but they also used desktop computers. One may argue that our results in the pre-

vious set of regression models are null because they do not focus specifically on

calls for actions from whenever the activists are actually in the streets engaging

in political protest. To address this concern, we take advantage of a key piece of

metadata that comes with tweets, the “tweet source” field. This field is a string

created by Twitter to reflect the provenance of a tweet. We find that our results

do not change when we analyze specifically the proportion of tweets originated

on a mobile device. Although the percent of an activist’s tweets that are from

a mobile phone does positively correlate with subsequent protest and has a p-

value between .05 and .10, the result does not hold when that value is interacted

with the percent of tweets that are about coordination. This result makes sense,

as a tweet does not say whether or not it comes from a mobile device, so a tweet

from a mobile device does not provide a signal to others that the author has mo-

13These coordination tweets are those determined by a supervised topic model. For more
details, see Steinert-Threlkeld (2017b)
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Table 2: Main Results

DV: Protesti,t

(1) (2)

Activist Tweet %i,t−1 2.58 1.72
(6.98) (7.47)

Activist Retweet %i,t−1 5.65 6.26
(5.35) (5.54)

Activist Mention %i,t−1 −2.23 −1.15
(7.32) (8.08)

Activist Hashtag %i,t−1 −1.22 −1.27
(1.13) (1.14)

Activist Link %i,t−1 9.75 11.19
(11.80) (12.18)

Protesti,t−1 0.01 0.01
(0.01) (0.01)

Repressioni,t−1 0.01 0.01
(0.02) (0.02)

Non-Activist Coordinationi,t−1 5.31∗∗∗ 5.33∗∗∗

(0.85) (0.85)
Activist Coordination Tweet %i,t−1 −253.02∗∗ −218.72∗

(116.86) (132.53)
Activist Coordinationi,t−1 −181.11

(393.02)
Intercept −2.06∗∗∗ −2.08∗∗∗

(0.49) (0.50)

Country FE Yes Yes
N 168 168
Log Likelihood −473.42 −473.33
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01
NB: All activist variables except for Activist Hashtag %i,t−1 use the total tweets from countryi

as the denominator. Activist Hashtag%i,t−1 uses the total tweets with hashtags from countryi.
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bilized.

Table 3: Robustness Checks - Tweets from Phones

Protest

(1) (2)

Activist Tweet %i,t−1 −6.28 −6.14
(8.06) (8.05)

Activist Retweet %i,t−1 −1.36 −1.91
(6.85) (6.90)

Activist Mention %i,t−1 8.40 8.02
(8.99) (9.00)

Activist Hashtag %i,t−1 −0.84 −0.50
(1.11) (1.10)

Activist Link %i,t−1 10.90 7.93
(11.71) (11.73)

Protesti,t−1 0.01∗ 0.01
(0.01) (0.01)

Repressioni,t−1 0.01 0.01
(0.02) (0.02)

Non-Activist Coordinationi,t−1 5.44∗∗∗ 5.60∗∗∗

(0.84) (0.85)
Activist Coordination Tweet %i,t−1 −271.44∗∗ −437.98∗∗∗

(116.12) (168.53)
Mobile Phone %i,t−1 6.04∗ 5.44

(3.52) (3.52)
Activist Coordination Tweet %i,t−1* Mobile Phone %i,t−1 4,767.43

(4,194.30)
Intercept −2.09∗∗∗ −2.17∗∗∗

(0.49) (0.49)

Country FE Yes Yes
N 168 168
Log Likelihood −472.11 −471.26
∗p < .1; ∗∗p < .05; ∗∗∗p < .01

Conclusion

The aim of this chapter was to offer a broad overview of how social media data

is currently being used in social science research, as well as a detailed account

of the main strengths and weaknesses of this source of information about polit-

ical and social behavior. Overall, our assessment shows the immense and still

largely untapped potential of social media as data generators. This means we
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are still at an early stage in the development of standards and best practices in

the different literatures that increasingly rely on this type of data; but also that

we should expect to see much exciting new research being published over the

next few years.

One particular challenge that we didn’t discuss at length is the extent to

which research that uses social media data can yield findings that can be general-

izable across domains and over time, as opposed to idiosyncratic to the particular

site whose data is being used. It is certainly the case that some of the websites

we study did not even exist ten years ago, which begs the question of whether

they will still exist ten years from now. We have plenty of examples of success-

ful sites that eventually disappeared, such as MySpace or Friendster. However,

our view is that even if Facebook or Twitter eventually disappear, findings de-

rived from research on these sites will survive and remain valid. Contrary to the

common view that characterizes social media interactions as not occurring in the

“real world”, behavior on these sites indeed mirrors offline behavior, and thus

it can help reveal the mechanisms that drive human behavior, not only on these

platforms, but in people’s lives more generally.
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